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A Speaker's Guidebook is the best resource for public speaking in the classroom, on the job, and in

the community. Praised for connecting with students who use it (and keep it!) year after year, this

tabbed, comb-bound text covers all the topics typically taught in the introductory course and is the

easiest-to-use public speaking text available. In every edition, including this one, hundreds of

instructors have helped the book focus on overcoming the fundamental challenges of the public

speaking classroom. Print and digital tools converge in this edition to help students with every

aspect of the speech building process. A new, gorgeous collection of speech videos, accompanied

by questions, model speech techniques. Meanwhile, the adaptive quizzing program, LearningCurve,

creates a personalized learning experience adjusted to each individual.A Speaker's Guidebook is

also available in a variety of digital formats, including the brand-new, time-saving LaunchPad edition

that combines an interactive e-book, integrated videos and tools, and ready-made assessment

options curated into easy-to-assign units inside one convenient learning program. SeeÃ‚Â what's in

theÃ‚Â LaunchPad
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Dan O Hair is dean of the University of Kentucky College of Communication and Information. He is

past presidential professor in the Department of Communication at the University of Oklahoma and

past president of the National Communication Association. He is coauthor or coeditor of eighteen

communication texts and scholarly volumes and has published more than ninety research articles



and chapters in dozens of communication, psychology, and health journals and books. He is a

frequent presenter at national and international communication conferences, is on the editorial

boards of various journals, and has served on numerous committees and task forces for regional

and national communication associations. Rob Stewart is an associate dean of arts and sciences

and professor of communication studies at Texas Tech University. He is coauthor of A Speaker's

Guidebook (2007), Public Speaking: Challenges and Choices (1999), and has also published over

thirty articles and book chapters.Hannah Rubenstein is a writer and editor who has used her

academic training in communication (MA, Fairfield University) to guide her collaborations on A

Speaker's Guidebook (2010), Public Speaking: Challenges and Choices (1999), and other

successful college texts. She heads her own communication firm, Hedgehog Productions."

TERRIBLE. I ordered the book as listed on this page.I removed the sticker on the back, covering the

IBN number, which ended up hiding a label that said "Evaluation Copy- Not For Sale."THIS IS NOT

WHAT I ORDERED. I am not happy.They're ripping you off so you can't resell it ever, even if you

wanted to. RIP-OFF

I bought this item to use on my kindle. When i went to download on to my kindle and start reading it,

it told me that the book was not compatible with my Kindle. How can it be non-compatible with my

kindle if it was bought exclusively for my Kindle? I am unable to use it now and I am stuck with it.

Bought this for my sons dual credit class

for school

Good text. It is well written and compiled. Just wish the launch pad online accessory was included.

(There is a free trial period, but then there are charges.)

Wordy but detailed.

formatting for kindle edition is a little annoying. it switches pages if you scroll too far.

Great quality! Wish my professor would apply it more to my class, but hey.. I own it. I'm sure I'll open

it one of these days.
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